Whether China will abandon its long-standing nuclear strategy of assured retaliation for a more offensive strategy is a critical factor in U.S.-China strategic stability and the future of East Asian security. Since testing its ªrst nuclear device in 1964, China has sought to develop a nuclear force that could survive a ªrst strike and then inºict unacceptable damage on an adversary. The goal of such a force has been limited to deterring nuclear coercion and the use of nuclear weapons against China. With the deployment of road-mobile, solid-fueled intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) in the mid-2000s, China appeared to be on the cusp of achieving this goal.
ºuence the strategic calculations of other nuclear powers in the region, as well as those of the United States, and could inºuence perceptions of Chinese intentions. Second, the nuclear posture that China adopts will play a central role in U.S.-China crisis stability. If China maintains an assured retaliation posture with a strict no-ªrst-use pledge, rejecting a ªrst-use strategy, it would enhance crisis stability by requiring the United States to use nuclear weapons ªrst. Third, answers to the questions above will provide an updated and comprehensive summary of Chinese views of the U.S. nuclear posture and the implications of these views for strategic stability. Recent scholarship has examined various elements of Chinese views, such as China's reaction to the United States' 2010 Nuclear Posture Review and U.S. missile defense developments, but they have not examined the interaction of Chinese views of these different elements and their implications for China's own nuclear strategy and strategic stability with the United States. tegic primacy. 7 China currently believes that it is both possible and desirable to maintain assured retaliation, despite U.S. pursuit of the capabilities necessary to achieve strategic primacy. China has retained its no-ªrst-use policy while modernizing and modestly expanding its nuclear forces. Instead, China will alter how it implements its strategy of assured retaliation, increasing the capabilities for the "assuredness" of retaliation by increasing the number of missiles and warheads that can strike the continental United States. China is also allowing limited ambiguity over the application of its no-ªrst-use policy, especially if the United States were to use conventional weapons to attack Chinese nuclear weapons or their supporting infrastructure.
Second, Chinese strategists are relatively and perhaps unexpectedly optimistic about U.S.-China crisis stability, now and in the future. Recent international relations scholarship has warned that the combination of mutual possession of nuclear weapons and conventional military asymmetry creates both risks of unintentional nuclear escalation and incentives for China and the United States to manipulate the risk of nuclear escalation for bargaining purposes during a crisis. By contrast, China's strategists believe that the interests at stake would be too low in any U.S.-China scenario for either side to create risks of nuclear escalation. Moreover, China's no-ªrst-use policy means that only the United States would escalate to the nuclear level, which is unlikely, given its conventional military superiority over China. In addition, China is allowing limited ambiguity over its no-ªrst-use policy to deter the United States from attacking China's nuclear forces with conventional weapons. With some exceptions, Chinese strategists are not worried that this ambiguity could be mistaken for Chinese preparations to actually use nuclear weapons ªrst. Chinese strategists also dismiss U.S. concerns that implementing the AirSea Battle Concept could result in escalation, because they dismiss the possibility that China's nuclear capabilities could be unintentionally compromised by U.S. conventional attacks. Doctrinal materials suggest that the People's Liberation Army (PLA) has been planning to protect its nuclear forces and its command and control facilities from conventional attacks for at least a decade, which suggests that if the AirSea Battle Concept threatens China's nuclear weapons, it is not a novel threat.
Although its limited ambiguity over its no-ªrst-use posture allows China to retain a relatively small arsenal while seeking to deter conventional strikes on its nuclear facilities, this policy could backªre. Limited ambiguity not only increases the risks of nuclear escalation, a risk China appears willing to take given its relative optimism about crisis stability, but it could also increase U.S. suspicions that in a crisis China might abandon its no-ªrst-use policy altogether. These suspicions may further energize U.S. development of the new triad and encourage U.S. planning for conventional preemptive strikes on China's nuclear arsenal, conªrming Beijing's fears that Washington seeks absolute security at its expense. China may therefore ªnd itself in the arms race that it sought to avoid through limited ambiguity over no-ªrst-use. These conclusions are based on a wide range of Chinese-language sources. To start, we have mined the open-source literature in China on military doctrine and nuclear strategy, including the PLA's most recent texts, such as the Science of Military Strategy. 8 We also make extensive use of one source that previous studies have not used, namely, more than sixty articles from Foreign Military Arts (Waiguo junshi xueshu), a journal published by the Department of Foreign Military Studies at the Academy of Military Science (AMS). In addition, we conducted interviews with military and civilian experts who work on nuclear strategy and arms control. 9 Taken together, these sources represent the views held by China's strategic community, including the Second Artillery, scientists and engineers, scholars afªliated with various PLA academies, and civilian scholars.
This article proceeds as follows. The following section reviews China's current nuclear strategy to provide a baseline for assessing recent Chinese views of U.S. nuclear strategy and forces. Next, we assess Chinese views of U.S. capabilities, including missile defenses and conventional long-range strike capabilities. In the following two sections, we examine the implications of Chinese views for changes in China's nuclear posture and U.S.-China crisis stability. In the crisis stability section, we analyze Chinese views of the potential for nuclear escalation created by the AirSea Battle Concept. We conclude by discussing the implications of our ªndings for policymakers and scholars seeking to understand China's approach to nuclear weapons.
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8. Shou Xiaosong, ed., Zhanlue xue [The science of military strategy] (Beijing: Jiefangjun chubanshe, 2013). Zhanlue xue is authored by the Strategy Department of the Academy of Military Sciences, which develops China's military doctrine. It reºects an authoritative assessment of strategic issues, but it is not an ofªcial statement of China's military strategy. 9. We were unable to interview planners or operators from the Second Artillery, China's strategic rocket forces.
Within Western analysis, a rough consensus exists regarding the parameters of China's nuclear strategy. Since the founding of the People's Republic in 1949, China's senior political and military leaders have emphasized that nuclear weapons are principally useful for two purposes: deterring a nuclear attack and preventing nuclear coercion. 10 To be sure, the nuclear bomb has been seen as imparting other beneªts, such as demonstrating China's status as a major power in the international community and serving as a source of national pride for the Chinese people. Importantly, senior Chinese leaders have never viewed nuclear weapons as a means for ªghting or winning wars, conventional or nuclear. Finally, China's attitudes toward nuclear weapons have remained relatively constant from Mao Zedong to Xi Jinping.
11
China has developed its nuclear policy and strategy based on these views about the utility of nuclear weapons. China's nuclear policy refers to a series of policy statements about the role of nuclear weapons in international politics and in China's own security policy that were made when China ªrst exploded a nuclear device on October 16, 1964. 12 The most important elements of China's nuclear policy are its no-ªrst-use pledge and unconditional negative security assurances not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against nonnuclear states or nonnuclear zones. Other components of China's nuclear policy include complete disarmament and the prohibition of nuclear weapons, as well as the desire to avoid arms races with other countries.
Although the pillars of China's nuclear policy were established in 1964, China did not provide an ofªcial description of its nuclear strategy until the publication of its 2006 white paper on national defense. It stated that China pursues a "self-defensive nuclear strategy" (ziwei fangyu he zhanlue). The two principles that make up this strategy are "counterattack in self-defense" (ziwei fanji) and the "limited development" (youxian fazhan) of nuclear weapons. Finally, China seeks to possess "a lean and effective nuclear force" (jinggan youxiao he liliang) as a "credible nuclear deterrent force" (zhanlue weishe zuoyong).
13
Taken together, the views of China's leaders regarding the utility of nuclear weapons and the contents of the white paper outline a strategy of assured retaliation. This strategy uses the threat of inºicting unacceptable damage in a retaliatory strike to deter an adversary from attacking ªrst with nuclear weapons.
14 That is, following a ªrst strike, China would still have enough weapons to retaliate and impose unacceptable damage on its adversary. Differences exist in how Chinese experts label this strategy, but the basic content is the same, with some divergent implications for the number of surviving forces needed. According to Michael Chase, Chinese scholars have described China's strategy as "counter nuclear coercion" (Li Bin), "a type of minimum deterrence" (Shen Dingli and Yao Yunzhu), "minimum credible deterrence" (Teng Jianqun), "defensive deterrence characterized by the policy of no-ªrst-use" (Sun Xiangli), "ªrst-strike uncertainty" (Wu Riqiang), and "dynamic minimum deterrence" (Chu Shulong and Rong Yu).
15
Consistent with China's nuclear policy and strategy, the PLA's doctrinal writings describe only one campaign for the use of China's nuclear forces, the "nuclear counterstrike campaign" (he fanji zhanyi). 16 The campaign describes how China would execute a nuclear strike after it had been attacked with nuclear weapons. The posture of China's forces, which includes relatively small numbers of ICBMs and the separate storage of warheads, is consistent with a singular campaign intended to launch only a retaliatory strike. In general, China has sought to maintain the smallest possible force capable of surviving a ªrst strike and being able to conduct a retaliatory strike that would inºict unacceptable damage on an adversary, at the time and place of China's choosing. 17 Rather than expend all of its nuclear forces in a single, massive retaliatory strike, China has structured its nuclear forces to conduct multiple waves of large-or small-scale retaliatory strikes. 18 As result, key principles in force development since 1980 have been "close defense" (yanmi fanghu) and "key-point counterstrikes" (zhongdian fanji). 19 Close defense refers to ensuring the survivability of China's forces, which ªrst emphasized concealment and then mobility. Key-point counterstrikes refer to the means and methods of retaliation and how to inºict unacceptable damage on an adversary. Historically, Chinese planning has targeted population and industrial centers as well as soft military targets, such as military bases.
How much is enough for China? The answer to this question has always been relative to a potential adversary's capabilities, namely, those of the United States and the Soviet Union/Russia. Historically, China's leaders have lacked conªdence in their ability to assure retaliation. At times, either China has lacked enough weapons or the weapons that it possessed were not sufªciently survivable. 20 By the mid-1990s, for example, China only possessed approximately twenty DF-5 ICBMs capable of reaching the continental United States. These missiles were liquid fueled, which increased the time required to prepare them for launch and reduced their reliability and survivability. The missiles were vulnerable to an enemy strike while they were being fueled, as were the fuel storage areas. China was also concerned about the reliability of its missile technology and the reconnaissance capabilities of its opponents. As a result, China sought to modernize its forces to increase survivability and penetrability. This included developing two road-mobile, solid-fueled missile systems, the DF-31 and DF-31A, as well as a submarine-launched variant, the JL-2, to be used aboard the new Type-094 class of ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). China's ªrst-generation Type-092-class SSBN armed with the JL-1 missile encountered so many technological challenges that it never conducted a single deterrent patrol. Since modernizing its arsenal in the 1990s, China now possesses roughly forty missiles capable of striking the continental United States and another twenty that could strike Alaska or Hawaii. Some of China's DF-5 ICBMs were recently equipped with multiple independently targeted reentry vehicles (MIRVs). Analysts estimate that ten of the twenty DF-5s were converted to a MIRVed variant capable of carrying three warheads. China therefore has the capability to strike the United States with approximately eighty-three warheads. 22 This number could increase when the submarine leg of China's nuclear arsenal becomes fully operational. China's historic lack of conªdence in the robustness of its retaliatory capability creates an important baseline for how China assesses the United States' nuclear posture today. That is, China's strategists should be especially sensitive to changes in the strategic posture of the United States that could threaten China's retaliatory capability.
Chinese Views of the Nuclear Posture of the United States
China views U.S. missile defenses, conventional long-range strike, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) developments as posing a serious challenge to its ability to maintain a "lean and effective" nuclear force. China's strategic community sees the United States as continuing to pursue strategic primacy or, in the words of Chinese analysts, "absolute security," ensuring one's own security at the expense of others and thereby escaping mutual vulnerability. 23 Examples of such pessimism are not hard to ªnd. According to Sun Xiangli, a leading arms control expert, "While the U.S. reduces its nuclear arsenal, it still continues to preserve nuclear superiority over other nuclear powers and in its nuclear posture will maintain the basic characteristics of a warªghting strategy (zhangzheng duikangxing zhanlue)." 25 In particular, "In terms of the main role of nuclear weapons, employment policy, the development of strategic ballistic missile defenses and deployment of nuclear forces, the Obama administration has basically continued (jicheng) the content of earlier policies." 26 Likewise, the Science of Military Strategy highlights the U.S. desire to maintain "absolute security," noting that the United States will not pursue disarmament so long as others possess nuclear weapons, even as it develops certain conventional capabilities to rely less on nuclear weapons. The book also emphasizes that there has been no fundamental change in the essence of U.S. nuclear strategy and that the United States has maintained the capability to rapidly expand its nuclear force. As a result, the book describes the United States as the "main target" (zhuyao duishou) in China's "nuclear struggle" (he douzheng) because the United States views China as its main strategic opponent and has "an increasingly serious inºuence on the reliability and effectiveness of China's nuclear counterstrike." 27 The two U.S. capabilities that sustain China's pessimistic view of the prospects for strategic stability are ballistic missile defenses and CPGS. Chinese authors cited in this section frequently refer to U.S. "strategic deterrence" and China's "strategic missiles" as U.S. targets, without specifying whether they are referring to China's nuclear capabilities or its conventional ballistic missiles. We assume that these authors are referring to China's nuclear-tipped missiles. 28 ballistic missile defenses China's strategic community views the U.S. development and deployment of ballistic missile defense capabilities as the most serious threat to China's nu- 32 Radar systems such as the AN/TPY-2 land-based X-band radar are seen as reducing the effectiveness of missile defense decoys, one of the major missile defense countermeasures. 33 Radar deployments in Kyoto, rumored deployments to the Philippines, and an offer to deploy a Terminal High Altitude Area Defense battery to South Korea conªrm Chinese suspicions that the United States is improving its capability to detect and track Chinese missiles, not just North Korean ones. 34 Analysts expect the components of the system to have implications beyond missile defense. As two scholars from the PLA Foreign Languages Institute note, they "may have surveillance and preemption (xianzhi) applications." 35 Consequently, many Chinese assessments of the nascent U.S. missile defense deployments in East Asia anticipate the deployment of an integrated, multilayered system that enhances U.S. strategic deterrence at China's expense.
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29. See, for example, Sun, "Zhongguo junkong de xin tiaozhan yu xin yicheng," p. 15. Chinese expectations of the system look beyond the United States' "phased, adaptive approach" to envisage a future worst-case scenario for China's deterrent. A 2012 article by scholars afªliated with the Second Artillery Command College examined a hypothetical U.S. campaign to defend the homeland against a missile attack based on the 2012 U.S. Joint Publication 3-01 "Countering Air and Missile Threats." In addition to operations relying on the U.S. missile defense system, the authors note that the campaign also included "offensive" antimissile operations such as the suppression of air defenses and attacks on missile bases. 36 All of these analyses suggest Chinese skepticism that the United States will maintain current limits on its missile defenses.
37
China's strategic community draws two primary conclusions from the continued development of U.S. missile defenses. First, unsurprisingly, China views the continued advances of U.S. missile defense as posing a direct threat to its retaliatory capability and as evidence of the U.S. pursuit of absolute security more generally. 38 China's strategic community accepts the ofªcial justiªca-tion of the system to counter ICBM attacks on the U.S. homeland and to protect U.S. forces abroad and allies from medium-range and short-range missile attacks. 39 The community does not accept the claim that missile threats in East Asia emanate exclusively from North Korea, however.
40 Most interlocutors commented that the missile defense capabilities deployed in East Asia far exceed the capabilities required to destroy North Korean missiles and could be used to defend the United States against a Chinese retaliatory strike. 41 As Sun Xiangli writes, "Because China's nuclear forces have maintained a limited scope for a long time, China is very sensitive to threats from strategic missile defenses. As long as strategic missile defenses develop without limit, China's limited nuclear deterrent will inevitably be challenged, and China must consider all kinds of steps to strengthen its nuclear deterrent."
42 Likewise, according to two scholars from the PLA Foreign Languages Institute, "The layout of the system's deployments completely target the attack tra- Second, for Chinese analysts, U.S. missile defense development demonstrates a desire and technical possibility to escape mutual nuclear vulnerability. Regardless of the technology's effectiveness, they fear that arms racing may result. As two scholars from AMS and NDU note, "The essence of developing missile defense is to search for a shield against nuclear weapons. Once it succeeds, it will trigger a deep and widespread military revolution and even change the nature of international politics. The United States is very clear about this." They speculate about the fundamental changes resulting from missile defense, if combined with a nuclear counterforce capability: "If the United States deploys a mature missile defense system, especially if it is paired with a ªrst-strike nuclear capability, this will greatly increase the U.S. strategic deterrent capability." 44 Our interlocutors shared these views and expressed concern that the United States may be tempted to use its missile defense capabilities along with offensive conventional and nuclear arms to disarm other states. Even if the system is ineffective, they worried that missile defenses could be perceived as effective, triggering a regional arms race. 45 conventional prompt global strike Unlike its views on missile defense, China's strategic community has mixed assessments of the threat posed by U.S. conventional long-range strike capabilities to China's nuclear deterrent. Chinese scholars closely monitor U.S. development of all conventional capabilities that could carry out prompt or long-range strikes. 46 Although CPGS capabilities are seen as increasing the speed with which the United States could conduct an accurate but limited conventional attack, a majority of Chinese experts do not believe that such capabilities increase the willingness or ability of the United States to strike China's nuclear forces. They believe that imperfect targeting intelligence and the basing modes of China's forces would prevent the United States from conducting a disarming ªrst strike with conventional (or nuclear) weapons. A minority of
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43. Li and Ni, "Yatai diqu 'daodan fangyu xitong' jianshe fenxi," p. 17. experts were concerned that the United States could be more willing to gamble that China would not respond to a conventional strike on China's nuclear weapons with nuclear retaliation, or that it could use such capabilities for a limited "warning strike" on Chinese nuclear forces. Despite these mixed assessments, the PLA's nuclear planners have already concluded that, together with missile defenses, CPGS could weaken China's nuclear deterrent in the future.
Similar to its perceptions of U.S. missile defense, China's strategic community believes that long-range conventional strike capabilities could be used in a much more offensive and unlimited manner than the United States acknowledges. Chinese scholars note that missile launch sites and command and control facilities clearly ªt the description of the mobile, deeply buried and hardened, or ºeeting targets that CPGS capabilities are intended to attack.
47
Chinese experts emphasize the speed of U.S. CPGS capabilities more than their range. One AMS scholar also suggests that in a time-sensitive situation or at the beginning of a conºict, CPGS capabilities could be used to attack targets that U.S. forward-deployed forces would not otherwise have the opportunity to attack because of their relatively slower reaction times. CPGS would thereby complement U.S. forces deployed in theater, 48 in addition to its primary role of providing the U.S. with a prompt, long-range strike capability that does not rely on forward-deployed forces.
Chinese experts writing about CPGS also worry that the United States could use CPGS capabilities as part of an unlimited war to defeat an adversary. PLA authors have examined Russian thinking about how the United States could employ the capability, in combination with ground forces and missile defenses, to defeat Russia. They cite Russian analysis that Russia's air defenses may not be able to defeat CPGS systems in the future and that in response Russia's only option would be to lower the threshold for the use of nuclear weapons to deter a U.S. attack. 49 If a formidable nuclear power is concerned that it could be defeated by CPGS capabilities employed as part of an unlimited conventional U.S. air and ground attack, unless it alters its nuclear strategy, Chinese analysts could conclude that it, too, may not be able to deter such an attack, given China's modest and restrained nuclear posture.
Although most interlocutors strongly doubted that the United States would ever want to attack China's nuclear arsenal with conventional weapons, a conventional attack on its nuclear forces would pose a challenge to its no-ªrst-use policy. According to the Science of Military Strategy, a conventional attack on China's nuclear forces would "place us in a passive position, greatly inºuence our nuclear retaliatory capability, and weaken the effectiveness of our nuclear deterrent." 50 But if China were to retaliate with nuclear weapons, it would violate no-ªrst-use. Chinese interlocutors indicate that the government has decided how to respond, but that it will not make that decision public, creating ambiguity over the application of its no-ªrst-use policy under such circumstances. 51 One analyst argued that uncertainty about China's response would enable it to deter an attack while preserving the integrity of its no-ªrst-use policy. 52 Some interlocutors suggested that if the consequences of a U.S. conventional attack were similar to those of a nuclear attack-destroying China's retaliatory capability, spreading radiation or being otherwise highly destructive-then China might retaliate with nuclear weapons.
53 Some interlocutors were less certain about China's likely response, especially in the case of an attack on Chinese command and control facilities, which include a number of installations of varying importance for China's retaliatory capability. 54 At the same time, it is unclear whether CPGS poses an entirely novel threat to China's nuclear forces. Several doctrinal publications demonstrate that under the principle of "close defense," China has been preparing its nuclear forces and command and control facilities for a surprise nuclear or conventional attack since at least 2004. China relies on limited strategic warning to protect its nuclear launch capabilities and, in the case of air attacks, to launch air defense operations. 55 Chinese analysts also noted other constraints on a U.S. disarming ªrst strike with conventional weapons. One implied constraint was the hardening of China's nuclear forces. According to Sun Xiangli, because they are designed to survive a nuclear strike, they could much more easily survive a more limited conventional strike. 56 Other analysts note that the constraint on a U.S. disarming strike on Chinese nuclear forces is not the speed, accuracy, or nature of the offensive weapon, but the lack of adequate U.S. intelligence to locate China's mobile or concealed missiles. 57 Chinese strategists worry more that the speed of a CPGS strike could embolden U.S. decisionmakers than they worry about the reduced strategic warning China would have to protect its nuclear forces from a CPGS attack. Some interlocutors stated that the United States might be emboldened to attack China's nuclear arsenal if it had a rapid, conventional option to do so. One interlocutor described a situation in which U.S. leaders might be more tempted to authorize a conventional strike on a Chinese mobile missile that they had located but not identiªed as nuclear or conventional. More deceptively, the United States could state that it mistook a Chinese nuclear weapon for a conventional missile, and that it could keep making such "mistakes" to attrite China's nuclear deterrent. 58 Another interlocutor suggested that the United States might conduct a limited conventional attack on China's nuclear weapons with CPGS as a "warning shot," 59 presumably to signal its capability and resolve to disarm China with conventional weapons if it did not accede to U.S. demands in a crisis or conºict.
Although these scenarios may not necessarily drive Chinese nuclear planning, they reºect a broader perception of CPGS as enabling the United States to use force more quickly and precisely in conºict situations. One scholar from the China Defense Technology Information Center claimed that the threshold for the use and the deterrent effect of CPGS capabilities is much lower than for nuclear weapons. 60 Threats to use CPGS are therefore more credible and more likely to be carried out if deterrence fails, but a CPGS attack would be less destructive than a nuclear strike. CPGS gives the United States another rung in the conventional escalation ladder, according to one AMS scholar: "Because it can achieve the same consequences as an attack with nuclear weapons, it can prevent a conventional war from escalating to a nuclear war." 61 If paired with improved ISR capabilities, however, CPGS would reduce the strategic warning China currently relies on to protect its nuclear forces from an attack. One AMS scholar worried that if the United States could place strike capabilities, integrated ISR, and electronic warfare on the same platform, then it could ªnd and immediately destroy China's mobile missiles.
62 This capability would shorten the period of strategic warning that China would otherwise have if a U.S. strike platform had to be cued separately once an ISR platform identiªed a target. 63 China's strategic community frequently suggests that bombers may become the most important platform for strategic deterrence in the future because they would combine surveillance, electronic warfare, precision strike capabilities, and nuclear delivery systems into a single platform.
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Chinese analysts also worry that a multirole U.S. experimental space plane, the X-37B, will enhance U.S. prompt global strike capabilities by reducing the targeting time and increasing the suddenness of a surprise attack. 65 The pivotal role of better ISR for targeting of China's mobile missiles may partially explain the mixed views of the CPGS threat to China's deterrent.
Regardless of whether analysts maintain that CPGS increases the threat to China's nuclear arsenal, most ranked it behind missile defense. CPGS is still under development, whereas missile defenses are being deployed. They were viewed as most threatening, however, when combined with the United States' improved ISR capabilities and ability to integrate and share information across the globe. 66 Such a system could solve the intelligence challenge of ªnding and tracking China's mobile, land-based ballistic missiles that China exploits to ensure survivability. Chinese interlocutors worried that the United States could eliminate China's nuclear deterrent if it possessed sufªciently accurate intelligence to conduct a disarming ªrst strike with conventional or nuclear weapons and a missile defense system to destroy any remaining Chinese missiles launched in retaliation. 67 Interlocutors conªrmed that PLA nuclear planners in the General Armaments Department believe that both CPGS capabilities and missile defenses would have a big effect on the size and operations of China's nuclear arsenal and thus Chinese assessments of the strength of China's deterrent. 
The Future of China's Nuclear Posture
China views developments in the U.S. strategic posture as posing a serious challenge to the robustness of its deterrent based on a "lean and effective" force. At the same time, China seeks to avoid a nuclear arms race with the United States, a lesson that many interlocutors claimed China had learned from the Cold War. 69 As a result, China must balance ensuring the robustness of its nuclear deterrent while avoiding an arms race. On the one hand, China is likely to maintain its strategy of assured retaliation. On the other hand, China will alter how it implements assured retaliation, allowing for limited ambiguity regarding its no-ªrst-use policy and expanding the size and sophistication of its arsenal to ensure the survivability of its force.
china's nuclear policy and strategy Chinese concerns about U.S. capabilities are likely to further underscore the ambiguity that China has allowed to persist regarding its no-ªrst-use policy. In the mid-2000s, a debate over whether to maintain the policy occurred within China amid concerns about a future conºict over Taiwan's uniªcation involving the United States. The debate was prompted in large part by the prospect of conventional strikes against Chinese nuclear capabilities and nonnuclear strategic targets, such as the Three Gorges Dam.
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Outside China, analysts closely monitored the debate for a number of reasons. The 2004 Science of Second Artillery Campaigns suggested that publicly lowering the threshold for the use of nuclear weapons would be one option that China could choose to deter conventional attacks against its nuclear facilities and other major strategic targets. Although any decision to alter the no-ªrst-use policy would be made by China's top party leaders and not the commanders of the Second Artillery, this suggested change in China's declaratory policy garnered a great deal of attention from foreign analysts.
The result of this debate was that China maintained the no-ªrst-use policy, but the debate itself created some ambiguity as to whether the pledge was, in fact, unconditional. 71 The creation of such ambiguity had a deterrent effect by forcing potential adversaries to assess the merits of conventional attacks on nuclear targets or perhaps even on nonnuclear strategic targets. U.S. sensitivity to possible changes in Chinese nuclear policy was revealed when the 2013 edition of China's defense white paper lacked an explicit reference to China's noªrst-use pledge.
72 Nevertheless, to the degree that China views the United States as continuing to pursue strategic primacy, especially through its CPGS capabilities, China has strong incentives to maintain some ambiguity regarding the pledge. Moreover, the Science of Military Strategy indicated that such debates could strengthen China's deterrent. One tactic for strengthening China's deterrent is described as "expanding thinking" (tuozhan silu), in which "sometimes allowing different people to speak with different voices can have an even better deterrent effect than speaking with the same voice." 73 Chinese sources indicate that China is unlikely to alter its nuclear strategy. That is, the pursuit of a lean and effective force to conduct a retaliatory campaign to deter a ªrst strike against China remains the basis of China's nuclear strategy. Even though China is expanding the size and sophistication of its arsenal, sources and individuals consulted for this article indicate, in essence, that China will seek to achieve the goals contained in its current strategy and not pursue new ones, such as the ability to conduct a ªrst strike on an adversary's nuclear weapons. As the Science of Military Strategy describes, "China's nuclear force employment follows the principle of 'striking after the enemy has struck' (houfa zhiren); a nuclear counterattack is the only type (yangshi) of combat employment for Chinese nuclear forces. The relative superiority or inferiority of China's nuclear counterattack capability directly inºuences the effectiveness of its nuclear deterrence. Therefore, the fundamental goals of the development of the Second Artillery are to effectively increase the number of missiles to ensure that a sufªcient number are available for a nuclear counterattack, and to increase the effectiveness of an actual nuclear counterattack." 74 The main challenge from China's perspective is how best to achieve a secure second-strike capability in light of the continued development of missiles defenses and various long-range conventional strike capabilities.
The principal reason for maintaining the strategy of assured retaliation is that the views of China's leaders regarding the utility of nuclear weapons remain unchanged. That is, China's leaders continue to see nuclear weapons as being useful only for deterring nuclear coercion and nuclear attacks against China. In December 2012, for example, President Xi Jinping visited the Second Artillery's Eighth Party Congress and described the Second Artillery as being "the core of our country's strategic deterrence," echoing the language used by previous leaders. 75 Likewise, doctrinal materials published throughout the 2000s continue to refer to the nuclear counterattack campaign as the only campaign for China's nuclear forces and generally describe it in the same way. The emphasis on only one campaign for the use of China's nuclear weapons is consistent with long-standing views about the utility of such weapons. 76 The constraining effect of leadership beliefs could weaken if substantial changes in technology arise to enable a ªrst-use posture, but these beliefs appear to be stable at present.
the structure of china's nuclear forces In light of the continuity in its nuclear policy and strategy, China's main response to the U.S. pursuit of strategic primacy will be to develop its force structure to ensure a retaliatory capability. China is developing a larger force of more survivable ICBMs that are more capable of penetrating a missile defense system. It is also hedging against potential threats to its land-based ICBMs, including the new triad, by gradually developing SSBNs, researching missile defense and glide and hypersonic weapons technologies, and debating whether it should shift to a launch-on-warning posture.
One area of disagreement within China's strategic community concerns the size of China's retaliatory capability-that is, the size of the force needed to survive a ªrst strike and inºict unacceptable damage on the United States. Based on Devin Hagerty's framework of "ªrst-strike uncertainty," Avery Goldstein argued that during the Cold War the possibility that just one Chinese missile could hit the United States or Soviet Union was sufªcient. 77 Wu Riqiang maintains that ªrst-strike uncertainty remains sufªcient for Chinese leaders and adversaries today.
78 Some interlocutors, however, indicated that China's criteria for the certainty of retaliation has changed over time. One interlocutor expressed the view that, for China's current leaders to be satisªed with their deterrent, U.S. leaders would need to be certain that China could strike the United States with nuclear weapons. 79 Another interlocutor suggested that China's goal would be to strike an adversary with more than one weapon, while another suggested that at least ten missiles would need to be able to penetrate U.S. defenses. 80 In a recent track II dialogue, one Chinese participant estimated that the number of Chinese missiles needed to exceed the number of U.S. interceptors by 100, regardless of the number of interceptors deployed.
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Views on the appropriate size of China's force varied. Some interlocutors did not think that China would considerably expand its forces capable of striking the United States. For example, several experts indicated that China did not need to increase the size of its force, but could instead strengthen the concealment and mobility of its arsenal. Others, more plausibly, maintained that the size of the force capable of striking the United States might increase to 100 or 200 missiles. The number of missile defense interceptors deployed shaped assessments of how many missiles China needs. These views accord with a 2013 U.S. intelligence assessment that "the number of [Chinese] ICBM nuclear warheads capable of reaching the United States could expand to well over 100" by 2025. 82 The Science of Military Strategy indicates that China will increase the size and sophistication of its ICBM force. Alluding to the United States, the book notes that "the geographic distance between China and its principal strategic opponent and nuclear counterattack adversary determines that the main component of the Second Artillery's nuclear missiles should be ICBMs. Increasing the number of ICBMs is a key way for the Second Artillery to increase its nuclear counterattack effectiveness." In addition, the book highlights missile defenses as the main reason for doing so. As the authors write, "It is an essential requirement that Chinese missiles are able to sufªciently and effectively penetrate the interceptors of an adversary's missile defense system and inºict real, destructive consequences on that adversary. Therefore, the Second Artillery must emphasize survivability and penetrability in the development of its 83 The book notes the need to develop fast mobile launchers, gliders, and multiple warheads as well as newer missiles. With such enhancements, "China can strengthen the effectiveness of its nuclear counterattack due to overall improvements in the survivability and penetrability of its nuclear missiles." 84 Similarly, China's 2015 defense white paper stated that China would "improve strategic early warning, command and control, missile penetration, rapid reaction, and survivability and protection" of its nuclear forces. 85 China is acting on these requirements. In 2014 the U.S. Department of Defense reported that China is developing a new mobile ICBM, the DF-41, which is "possibly capable of carrying multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles." 86 As noted earlier, China's nuclear arsenal now includes a MIRVed variant of the DF-5. 87 The kind of strategic warning improvements China will pursue remains unclear. At the moment, China's long-range air defense system "offers limited capability against ballistic missiles," particularly with shorter ranges, and China currently lacks a space-based early warning system. China's desire to defeat U.S. ballistic missile defenses creates a strong rationale for its SSBN program. Nevertheless, strategic, technological, operational, and organizational hurdles prevent a sea-based deterrent from becoming China's most survivable nuclear delivery system even if the navy soon starts deterrent patrols. 89 Chinese perceptions of the SSBN force are mixed. On the one hand, it is viewed as strengthening China's deterrent by increasing survivability and penetrating missile defenses. As the Science of Military Strategy explains, "Faced with the objective situation of the United States and countries on China's periphery actively developing missile defenses, developing China's sea-based deterrent force is signiªcant for the reliability, credibility, and effectiveness of protecting China's nuclear deterrent and counterstrike capabilities."
90 Although submarine-launched ballistic missiles can be used to overcome missile defenses, 91 many interlocutors acknowledged the vulnerability of China's SSBNs to U.S and Japanese antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities. 92 One interlocutor noted that, because of their vulnerability, SSBNs would add nothing to China's deterrent and that several more decades of development were needed for Chinese SSBNs to be sufªciently quiet underwater. 93 Such concerns reºect long-standing debates within China about the advantages of SSBNs for survivability and penetrability, and the disadvantage of vulnerability to hostile ASW. 94 As the Science of Military Strategy explains, China's current SSBN force "has signiªcant shortcomings in terms of both scale and quality, compared to developed countries." Furthermore, the navy "should speed up its research and ªelding of new type strategic nuclear submarines to form a sea-based nuclear counterattack combat capability with a certain scale (yiding guimo)."
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One ªnal option for China to counter the U.S. pursuit of strategic primacy is to develop its own conventional strategic capabilities. 96 In recent years, China has tested missile interceptor and boost glide technologies. These efforts align with PLA speculation that U.S. development of similar technologies may revolutionize strategic deterrence and form the basis of a future, post-nuclear strategic balance.
97 Despite this possibility, China's strategic community is also acutely aware of the dangers of China being drawn into an arms race with the United States. 98 China is unlikely to deploy these technologies in ways similar to those of the United States, if it deploys them at all. bility of China's nuclear deterrent. Current U.S. intelligence assessments conªrm the link between China's glide technology development and nuclear rather than conventional missions.
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Regarding China's missile defense ambitions, our interlocutors indicated that missile defense technology and its role in China's strategic posture are still under development. 101 One interlocutor suggested that Chinese missile defense could be useful against a limited conventional strike on Chinese nuclear facilities, a "warning shot," but not against a disarming ªrst strike. Another suggested that it could be used to protect Chinese cities in a nuclear exchange with the United States. Li Bin has argued that Chinese missile defenses could be used for point defense of Chinese nuclear facilities, 102 a role that would be consistent with China's assured retaliation posture. 103 Interlocutors also claimed that Chinese missile defenses could only be used to defend stationary targets, so they would not be used to protect mobile missiles. The Science of Military Strategy does not mention Chinese missile defenses. Despite China's own research and development into strategic defenses, ensuring its nuclear retaliatory capability remains the primary means of preventing U.S. strategic primacy.
launch-on-warning
One source of ambiguity in the implementation of China's no-ªrst-use policy is the ongoing debate in China regarding the pursuit of a launch-on-warning posture. Recent doctrinal publications and Chinese interlocutors indicated that the debate has yet to be resolved. 104 On one side, some members of China's strategic community argued that a launch-on-warning posture would ensure the survivability of its nuclear deterrent if its opponent has robust targeting intelligence. The Science of Military Strategy states that a launch-on-warning posture "is in accordance with China's long-standing no-ªrst-use policy, and may effectively protect China's nuclear forces from sustaining even greater losses, improving the surviv- China's ªrst priority should be to prevent its adversary from precisely locating its missile launch positions. If China is able to reliably ascertain that an adversary has already launched nuclear missiles at China, however, China could quickly launch its nuclear missiles for a counterstrike "before the enemy has been able to actually inºict nuclear destruction."
106 Launch-on-warning would therefore provide China with an option for nuclear retaliation if a nuclear adversary were able to overcome Chinese efforts at concealment, deception, and mobility to ensure that its forces survived a ªrst strike.
On the other side, several Chinese interlocutors claimed that a launch-onwarning posture would violate China's no-ªrst-use policy. In a recent China-U.S. strategic dialogue, one Chinese participant noted that there were "ongoing discussions" about launch-on-warning in China, but expressed the view that "China was unlikely to adopt such an approach." 107 One interlocutor commented that text from the Science of Military Strategy quoted above was not widely accepted in China. 108 In practical terms, another interlocutor argued that China would not adopt a launch-on-warning posture for two reasons. First, China's nuclear arsenal is too small to be expended in a launch-onwarning counterattack. Second, China would not know whether the target of the incoming attack was a nuclear or a conventional one until the missile had reached its target. Unlike the United States, which has a forward-deployed early warning system, any Chinese early warning system would be on Chinese territory, so the period of time from detection of an incoming missile to that missile hitting its target would be very short. 109 
Prospects for U.S.-China Crisis Stability
China's continued commitment to a nuclear strategy of assured retaliation with a small but robust nuclear force structure avoids the wastefulness of Cold War arms racing. To deter U.S. conventional attacks on its nuclear forces, however, China relies on limited ambiguity over its no-ªrst-use policy, which could make a future U.S.-Chinese crisis more dangerous. China appears willing to accept this risk because its assessments of crisis stability in the U.S.-China relationship are relatively optimistic, as outlined below. Even if Chinese analysts
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accurately assess the nuclear risks present in a U.S.-China contingency, their optimism is unwarranted because it is not shared by the United States and because China likely underestimates U.S. assessments of the stakes in a potential crisis. Although the discussion below identiªes Chinese views of the incentives that would be present in a crisis, how China would actually behave in a crisis cannot be predicted.
current arguments about u.s.-china crisis stability China and the United States face an increasing number of issues over which a serious crisis could occur. In addition to Taiwan, which could become a more prominent source of tensions than it has been since the election of Ma Ying-jeou in 2008, other potential ºashpoints include maritime disputes in East Asia that involve U.S. treaty allies or security partners as well as frictions over the freedom of navigation of U.S. military vessels within what China views as waters under its jurisdiction. The odds of escalation are enhanced because both sides may underestimate the interests at stake for the other and, because the status quo is not clearly deªned, they may believe that they are acting defensively while the other is acting offensively revisionist.
110 Although recent analyses of U.S.-China security dynamics highlight many of the same factors contributing to crisis instability, they reach somewhat different conclusions about the effect of China's secure second-strike capabilitiy and U.S.-China mutual vulnerability on the potential for escalation to the nuclear level in a crisis.
In a recent article on the role of China's secure second-strike and coercive leverage, Thomas Christensen draws attention to the danger of inadvertent escalation in a crisis between the United States and China. In particular, Christensen challenges the optimistic view that China's secure second-strike capability will prevent escalation to the strategic nuclear level because each side would be able to impose unacceptable damage on the other after absorbing a ªrst strike.
111 Drawing on the Cold War-era scholarship of Robert Jervis and Thomas Schelling, Christensen suggests that a conventionally weaker state with a secure second-strike capability could create a "threat that leaves something to chance," whereby any conventional conºict could ultimately escalate to strategic nuclear war. 112 The lack of a clear ªrebreak between conventional and nuclear operations enhances this risk of nuclear escalation. Conventionally weaker states may unintentionally increase the threat that leaves something to chance if their nuclear and conventional forces are integrated, and "ªghting can become blurred between conventional and nuclear war."
113
In a possible crisis between the United States and China, Christensen identiªes how inadvertent escalation might occur. He suggests that China could be bolder in a conventional crisis with the United States because it believes it could counter U.S. threats of nuclear escalation. 114 Complicating matters, some of China's newly developed conventional systems overlap with its nuclear ones, especially land-based ballistic missiles and their attendant command and control infrastructure but also submarines and space-based assets. If a conºict between the United States and China occurred, Christensen notes that U.S. commanders could have strong incentives to attack China's mobile missiles and related assets to defend U.S. forces and ultimately prevail in a conºict. 115 If these strikes occurred, Beijing could mistakenly view them "as a conventional attack on its nuclear retaliatory capability or as a precursor to a nuclear ªrst strike." As a result, "even a China that generally adheres to a No-First-Use posture might escalate to the nuclear level."
116 Christensen also highlights sections from the Science of Second Artillery Campaigns to show that "China's NFU [no-ªrst-use] doctrine still allows for blurring of the ªrebreak between conventional and nuclear warfare." 117 The book, for example, indicates that China's nuclear forces create a means "by which to level the playing ªeld with a stronger adversary" and suggests that China could lower its "nuclear deterrence threshold" under certain conditions, including "to compel the enemy to stop its war of invasion." 115. Christensen does not advocate for such strikes, but describes their possibility only to demonstrate how inadvertent escalation could occur, and how the risk of escalation increases China's coercive leverage, despite its conventional inferiority, by forcing the United States to think twice before launching major conventional strikes against China. Christensen also underscores the importance for China and the United States of better understanding the escalatory potential of conventional military operations against each other. See ibid., p. under the condition of mutual nuclear vulnerability on, among other factors, crisis stability. He identiªes three incentives for states to use force ªrst in a crisis: to gain a military advantage that could be translated into a coercive bargaining advantage, to signal resolve, or to preempt an attack. 119 Where both states have conventional and nuclear forces, nuclear weapons dampen the incentives for either state to use any kind of force in a crisis to gain bargaining leverage, even if one power has superior capabilities. Mutual possession of nuclear weapons does not, however, entirely eliminate incentives to use conventional force ªrst in a competition in risk taking below the nuclear threshold, which could cross that threshold if miscalculation occurred.
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In the U.S.-China case, Goldstein suggests that crisis instability results from deliberate competition in risk taking for coercive bargaining, played out at the conventional level.
121 Each step in this competition is designed to bring the two states closer to nuclear conºict. For Goldstein, the stakes in a U.S.-China crisis would not be high enough for either side "to choose an unrestrained nuclear exchange." Nevertheless, he suggests that "some stakes might be high enough for either one to choose to initiate military actions that elevate the risk of escalation to such a disastrous outcome."
122 As the conventionally stronger power, the United States might use conventional force ªrst to gain a bargaining advantage by eliminating China's ability to escalate using conventional weapons. China would then be required to move immediately to nuclear threats. As the conventionally weaker state, China could use conventional force ªrst to preempt such a U.S. attack, or to signal its resolve over the issues at stake, but it could not improve its bargaining position by altering the balance of conventional forces. 123 Neither state would want to take actions that provoked certain nuclear retaliation, but such escalation could occur as the intensity of conventional bargaining escalated. 124 current risks of intentional nuclear escalation How does China actually assess the current risks of intentional nuclear escalation in a crisis or conºict with the United States? Chinese sources consulted for this article were more optimistic than Christensen and Goldstein about the current level of crisis stability in the U.S.-China relationship. The most important factor in Chinese assessments of crisis stability is the stakes involved in the scenarios that could result in a crisis. Many interlocutors believe that mutual possession of nuclear weapons is sufªcient to deter a highintensity or protracted war and would therefore ensure that any U.S.-China crisis or conºict would be limited and controlled. For example, the Science of Military Strategy concludes that "in the present and long-term future, there is a miniscule (shenwei) possibility of an enemy initiating a large-scale ground invasion of China."
125 Some Chinese analysts also note that U.S.-China economic and political interdependence would further constrain the role of nuclear weapons in any future U.S.-China contingency.
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As a result, the most likely U.S.-China contingencies in which nuclear weapons could play a role would involve Taiwan or U.S. allies. In these conºicts, Chinese analysts believe that the stakes would not warrant the use of nuclear weapons by China (unless attacked ªrst). They implicitly assume that the stakes would be too low for the United States, as well, and that Washington would either restrain or abandon its allies if defending them gave rise to a situation in which the United States would need to threaten to use nuclear weapons. 127 The general view was that the United States would not want to become entangled in a conºict with China on behalf of its allies or other states. One interlocutor suggested that Taiwan and North Korea were the only third-party contingencies over which the United States and China would be willing to risk a nuclear crisis. Nevertheless, this interlocutor maintained that China would not use nuclear weapons against the Taiwanese people and that the Chinese government had distanced itself from the remarks of a senior PLA ofªcer who commented in 2005 that China would use nuclear weapons if it were defeated in a conventional war over Taiwan. 128 Another interlocutor was concerned about the possible spillover effect of a U.S. preemptive strike on North Korea's nuclear weapons. These Chinese views likely underestimate the strength of U.S. interests at stake in any conºict between a U.S. ally and China, as Christensen and Goldstein note.
Although tensions have eased across the Taiwan Strait in recent years, the possibility of U.S. involvement in a conºict over Taiwan remains a real concern Assuring Assured Retaliation 35 for the PLA. The Science of Military Strategy acknowledges that cross-strait relations have improved, "but the key factors obstructing a solution to the Taiwan problem have not fundamentally disappeared."
129 As a result, the risk of a war over Taiwan's uniªcation is "relatively high." The book states that such a war would be a relatively large-scale and relatively high-intensity conºict in which China would need to "guard against foreign military intervention" and that such a conºict would occur "against the background of nuclear deterrence."
130 Nevertheless, for the second reason below, most interlocutors did not believe that China would threaten or use nuclear weapons without being threatened or attacked ªrst.
A second reason for a relatively optimistic view of crisis stability is the Chinese view that China's limited ambiguity over its no-ªrst-use policy remains consistent with a clear ªrebreak between the use of conventional and nuclear weapons. China's strategic community maintains that China would not use nuclear weapons ªrst in a crisis or conºict. A recent textbook from AMS, for example, describes one of the Second Artillery's main missions as "preventing (ezhi) an enemy from escalating a conventional war to a nuclear war." 131 In the context of a Taiwan contingency, Maj. Gen. Yao Yunzhu explains that "it would be useless for China to deter U.S. conventional intervention by using China's nuclear weapons. It is the United States, not China, which has the nuclear capabilities to control and even dominate conºict escalation." 132 Some Chinese interlocutors also claimed that U.S. conventional superiority contributes to a clear conventional-nuclear ªrebreak, as the United States would always have conventional options to escalate a conºict and would therefore not need to resort to nuclear threats or use. 133 Most interlocutors expressed conªdence that the United States would have no reason to attack China's nuclear arsenal with conventional weapons, but some interlocutors recognized that nuclear escalation control was a part of U.S. war planning, despite the United States' conventional superiority. 134 If China views a conventional attack on its nuclear weapons or infrastructure as a ªrst strike that would justify nuclear retaliation, its belief about a clear ªrebreak rests more on a belief that the United States will be deterred from initiating such an attack than it does on a principled constraint.
A third factor in China's optimistic assessment of crisis stability is the perceived deterrent effectiveness of the limited ambiguity that China has allowed regarding its no-ªrst-use policy. Some strategists saw a greater temptation for the United States to attack China's nuclear capabilities with conventional weapons as U.S. conventional precision strike capabilities improved. All interlocutors indicated that China has carefully considered the possibility that the United States might use conventional force against China's nuclear capabilities. As discussed earlier, China's response has been to allow limited ambiguity over its no-ªrst-use posture to deter such an attack. One interlocutor maintained that the United States did not believe that China would view an attack on China's command and control facilities as an attack on its nuclear facilities and that China could do little to deter such an attack. Chinese strategists have noted that identifying what constitutes a nuclear command and control facility is challenging given the different levels of command and control. 135 As a result, China is allowing the ambiguity surrounding its no-ªrst-use policy in the hope that this will undermine U.S. conªdence that China would not escalate a conºict if its nuclear capabilities were targeted. current risks of unintentional escalation Overall, Chinese strategists do not see a high risk of unintentional escalation, believing instead that the United States and China would tightly control any crisis or conºict to prevent escalation. Chinese interlocutors did not identify a risk of unintentional escalation if China acts on the assumption that nuclear escalation would only result from the deliberate decisions of either Chinese or American leaders to cross the nuclear threshold. Although interlocutors claimed that U.S. conventional superiority over China reduces the need for U.S. nuclear signaling toward China, they did suggest that China's reaction to any U.S. nuclear signaling or threats to China's nuclear capabilities could be unpredictable. For example, some Chinese interlocutors considered the March 2013 B-2 ºight over South Korea as a signal of U.S. resolve to attack North Korea with nuclear weapons. One interlocutor indicated that if the United States were to engage in similar nuclear signaling against China, the signal might deter China but it could just as easily prompt China to escalate with Assuring Assured Retaliation 37 its own nuclear signaling to deter the United States from using nuclear weapons. 136 For example, some interlocutors suggested that China could take some of the signaling actions outlined in the Science of Second Artillery Campaigns, which are designed to respond to both conventional and nuclear threats to Chinese nuclear capabilities. Actions suggested by interlocutors included conducting missile tests, deploying SSBNs, placing road-mobile ICBMs on patrol, and raising the alert status of Chinese forces.
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At the same time, some awareness exists that China's own intentional nuclear signaling could unintentionally increase the risk of U.S. escalation as a result of misperceptions of China's intent. These Chinese concerns acknowledge the risk of unintentional nuclear escalation where "the reciprocal fear of surprise attack" creates incentives for states to use force ªrst. 138 Those incentives are intensiªed where preparations for war, on the one hand, and steps to make an enemy attack less attractive or to protect oneself, on the other, are indistinguishable. 139 The Science of Military Strategy, for example, recognizes that signaling "to increase the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence and to carry out the actions of preparing for nuclear combat" could "push the nuclear adversary to escalate the conºict and ultimately give rise to a nuclear crisis." 140 The book acknowledges that an adversary would be sensitive to the activities and readiness of China's nuclear forces, even if they were intended to deter the adversary by "displaying China's ªrm resolve to implement a nuclear counterstrike." 141 The Science of Second Artillery Campaigns also recognizes the escalation risks of mistakes in nuclear signaling and signals that are too bellicose. ments could weaken China's deterrent and create doubts for China that it could retaliate against the United States with nuclear weapons in a crisis. If China's nuclear deterrent could be weakened or eliminated in a future crisis, China would face much stronger pressure to use its capabilities before they were destroyed, while the United States might be tempted to try to eliminate China's nuclear force with conventional weapons.
None of our interlocutors believed that U.S. pursuit of missile defenses, CPGS, or improved ISR capabilities would increase China's incentives to use nuclear weapons ªrst. This belief is likely premised on the assumption that U.S. missile defenses will remain imperfect, such that China will be able to defeat them without abandoning its current posture of assured retaliation. Given their relative optimism about the scope and likelihood of future U.S.-China conºicts, Chinese strategists did not speciªcally articulate their concerns about the impact of U.S. missile defense, and the strategic primacy it may confer, on the role of nuclear weapons in a crisis.
Chinese views of whether China needs a launch-on-warning capability offer some clues as to the perceived effects of missile defense on crisis stability. If the United States deployed missile defenses sophisticated enough to overcome Chinese countermeasures to improve penetrability, China would then need to ensure that enough missiles to overwhelm U.S. missile defenses would survive a U.S. counterforce attack. Unless China substantially increases the size of its nuclear arsenal, sophisticated missile defenses could leave Chinese leaders with few options other than to move toward a launch-on-warning posture. Some PLA strategists have been advocating a shift to a launch-on-warning posture since the late 1980s. 143 As discussed earlier, however, Chinese interlocutors indicated that an internal debate exists regarding whether to adopt such a posture. A launch-on-warning posture would require the Central Military Commission to predelegate launch authority to Second Artillery brigades, which would loosen China's current centralized political control over the release of nuclear weapons.
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Views on the effectiveness of nuclear coercion enabled by U.S. missile defenses were also mixed. Chinese interlocutors implied that missile defense could return China to its 1950s position of vulnerability to U.S. nuclear threats, although they did not agree on the coercive impact of those threats. 144. This is, however, unlikely to be an insoluble problem, given that the PLA Navy likely faces similar command and control challenges in formulating an operational doctrine for its SSBNs. 145. Authors' interviews, Beijing, 2014. over China comes from its conventional superiority rather than nuclear superiority.
146 By contrast, the Science of Military Strategy suggests that U.S. behavior toward China could be less constrained, and China would be less able to protect its national interests, if missile defenses were able to completely eliminate China's retaliatory capability. The authors explain that having a "fundamental nuclear counterattack capability" allows a state to "safeguard national interests," because nuclear weapons "have a latent inºuence and restriction on other countries' military activities."
147 Given China's long-standing view that assured retaliation is necessary to deter nuclear coercion or attack, China's current forces would no longer deter the United States if it achieved strategic primacy through the new triad.
future risks of unintentional escalation U.S. pursuit of strategic primacy is not the only current trend that could affect U.S.-China crisis stability in the future. The U.S. policy community is concerned that the AirSea Battle Concept will increase the likelihood of nuclear escalation. The AirSea Battle Concept reportedly includes a "blinding" phase during which U.S. conventional strikes would disable or destroy the ISR capabilities that China would use to direct its conventional missile and space capabilities against U.S. forces in the region. 148 Some analysts fear that such U.S. strikes could also damage nuclear missiles or infrastructure associated with Chinese nuclear forces that are colocated with Chinese conventional missiles and offensive space capabilities. China would then mistake the efforts to defeat its offensive conventional capabilities for a preemptive strike on its nuclear forces.
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China's strategic community does not share U.S. concerns about nuclear escalation from the implementation of the AirSea Battle Concept. Its members understand that the aim of the AirSea Battle Concept is to defeat Chinese "antiaccess" capabilities and involves a blinding campaign. 150 Nevertheless, 151 Curiously, the same CPGS capabilities that caused these experts to worry about the robustness of China's nuclear arsenal did not elicit the same concern over its nuclear arsenal in the context of an AirSea Battle Concept blinding campaign. 152 This view mirrors the apparent disconnect between China's concern about the U.S. new triad and relative optimism about crisis stability.
China's strategic community generally believes that if the United States implemented the AirSea Battle Concept in a conºict with China, the risk of escalation to the nuclear level would be low. 153 Our interlocutors' assessments indicated that Chinese analysts generally do not connect the AirSea Battle Concept with nuclear weapons, Chinese or American. 154 One AMS scholar acknowledged that the United States intended to use "new type[s] of forces," such as unmanned aerial vehicles, CPGS, and space and cyber capabilities, to reduce the ªrepower it would need to conduct deep strikes to implement AirSea Battle. The United States intends to use these capabilities to reduce the ªrepower required to execute deep strikes and thereby prevent escalation. many of the Concept's capabilities would be new nonnuclear capabilities and tactics. 156 The most serious risk of escalation under the AirSea Battle Concept would be strikes on China's conventional missiles that are believed to be colocated with nuclear ones or that share the same command and control infrastructure. Many Western scholars claim that Chinese nuclear and conventional missiles, and command and control infrastructure, are indeed colocated. 157 By contrast, most Chinese experts believe that China's nuclear command and control infrastructure is separate from its conventional missile command and control facilities. 158 As a recent dialogue report notes, "The co-mingling of C2 [command and control] for nuclear and conventional forces was . . . denied." 159 These differences of opinion on the question of colocation may account for the different assessments of the nuclear escalation risks of the AirSea Battle Concept, although such assessments are inherently uncertain.
Open-source materials indicate that the majority of China's nuclear missiles are not colocated with conventional ones. As shown in map 1, missiles in the Second Artillery are organized into launch brigades under the control of six bases within China. Base 54 in Luoyang is exclusively nuclear, and Base 55 in Huaihua has one conventional cruise missile brigade, but all ballistic missile brigades are nuclear. Base 51 in Shenyang, Base 52 in Anhui, Base 53 in Kunming, and Base 56 in Xining have both nuclear missile launch brigades and conventional missile launch brigades of short and medium ranges. 160 As best we can tell, apart from one launch brigade in Xinjiang under the control of Base 56, where sources are indeterminate, no launch brigade contains both nu-
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clear and conventional missiles and no conventional and nuclear launch brigades are positioned in the same location. Earlier research also concluded that in Bases 51, 52, 53, and 55, "operational brigades are equipped exclusively with either nuclear or conventional missiles." 161 Although conventional and nuclear launch brigades may share some support regiments at the base level, including warhead transportation and communications regiments, and may use some of the same physical infrastructure for command and control, they use different command and control chains. China's nuclear forces are commanded directly by the Chinese Military Commission through the Second Artillery headquarters in Beijing to each operational base command (zuozhan jidi zhihui jigou) and then the nuclear missile launch brigade commands. Conventional missile brigades are usually commanded via joint campaign commands located at the regional military commands responsible for conventional forces, and, under special circumstances, directly by the Commission to conventional missile brigade command. 162 Doctrinal publications predating the AirSea Battle Concept indicate that China has been aware that its nuclear command and control facilities could be targeted and has outlined measures to protect them. 163 An NDU command and control textbook describes these measures to increase the survivability of Second Artillery campaign command and control posts. The authors note that to "ensure command and control is stable and uninterrupted," China generally takes the following measures: constructing hardened underground facilities "to resist a high-intensity ªrepower attack," establishing mobile command bases, and improving its warning systems to "increase the survivability of the campaign command and control post." 164 enter the reserve and rear command posts, whereas at Level 1, all three command posts are manned and ready to receive orders. 166 When necessary, forward (qianjin) and direction (fangxiang) command posts may also be established. 167 The Science of Second Artillery Campaigns contains repeated references to establishing a reliable and redundant communications system using radio, relay, cable, ªber-optic, and satellite means. 168 In addition, the Second Artillery command and control infrastructure would respond in the same way to warnings of an incoming conventional or nuclear missile attack. According to the NDU textbook, "[Commands will be given for] wireless communication units to implement radio silence, units with tunnels or launch silos to quickly implement sealed, protected status; mobile combat units to quickly enter concealed territory to await an opportunity; and for command and other related units to quickly implement defensive combat plans and commence dispersion and concealment." 169 In the event that communications links are severed, the Science of Second Artillery Campaigns indicates that ofªcer liaison groups (junguan lianluo xiaozu) would personally dispatch orders to missile units. 170 The degree of Chinese nuclear and conventional commingling in practice is very difªcult to assess using open-source materials. Although nuclear and conventional missile launch brigades may share some command and control infrastructure at the national or missile base level, the redundant nuclear command and control systems described above make it less likely that an attack on a conventional missile brigade would substantially degrade a nuclear missile brigade attached to the same base. Even so, a conventional attack on a Chinese conventional missile brigade would send a very strong signal to China of an adversary's ability to threaten Chinese nuclear forces. It would likely prompt China to take some of the actions listed above to demonstrate its resolve and ability to retaliate if its nuclear weapons are attacked. An increase in the degree of commingling of China's nuclear and conventional forces in the future may indicate China's efforts to intentionally increase the risk of nuclear escalation in the event of a U.S. conventional strike on its missile bases, whereas a decrease would indicate the priority China places on ensuring the survivability of its arsenal.
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